Abstract: Presence of nonholomorphic soft SUSY breaking terms is known to be a possibility in the popular setup of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). It has been shown that such a scenario known as NonHolomorphic Supersymmetric Standard Model (NHSSM) could remain 'natural' (i.e., not fine-tuned) even in the presence of a rather heavy higgsino-like LSP. However, it turns out that distinguishing such a scenario from the MSSM is unlikely to be an easy task, in particular at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In a first study of such a scenario at colliders (LHC), we explore a possible way that focuses on the sbottom phenomenology. This exploits the usual tan β-dependence (enhancement) of the bottom Yukawa coupling but reinforced/altered in the presence of non-vanishing nonholomorphic soft trilinear parameter A b . For a given set of masses of the sbottom(s) and the light electroweakinos (LSP, lighter chargino etc.) which are known from experiments, the difference between the two scenarios could manifest itself via event rate in the 2b-jets + / E T final state, which could be characteristically different from its MSSM expectation. Impact on the phenomenology of the stops at the LHC is also touched upon.
Introduction
The discovery of Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) of CERN with mass 125.09 ± 0.21 (stat.) ± 0.11 (syst.) GeV [1, 2] established the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics as one of the most successful scientific pursuits of mankind. There are, however, a host of theoretical issues along with some experimental facts that cannot be addressed while staying within the SM. The gauge hierarchy problem, baryogenesis, the existence of mass for neutrinos, the absence of a particle dark matter (DM) candidate are a few of the important issues that motivate us to explore scenarios of physics Beyond the SM (BSM). Supersymmetry (SUSY) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] remains to be the most attractive framework for pursuing BSM physics.
The fact that the Higgs boson has been found to have a mass well within the upper limit (∼ 135 GeV) predicted by the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [6, 7] is something hard to ignore. On the one hand, this has pushed the lower bound on the masses of the hypothesized SUSY excitations to higher values, a fact that is especially true for models employing simpler mechanisms to break SUSY. Such scenarios, thus, require a greater degree of fine-tuning and hence are less 'natural' [11] [12] [13] [14] . On the other hand, even after the 13 TeV run of the LHC, a definitive signature of SUSY is yet to be established [15, 16] . The null observations have for sure put serious constraints on various SUSY models. These together prompt one to explore generic SUSY models with low fine-tuning [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and looking for their signals in unexplored and perhaps, not so conventional channels. Such models thus may still survive the latest experimental constraints, but could become sensitive to ongoing and future LHC searches. Additionally, models that may have interesting implications for the precision observables, flavor physics related signatures or those that could offer a suitable DM candidate would undoubtedly be worth pursuing.
In the MSSM, SUSY breaking is realized by soft SUSY breaking interactions where, apart from the mass terms, all the other terms are holomorphic in nature. However, there is hardly any restriction to include appropriate nonholomorphic (NH) SUSY breaking interactions [30, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . It was shown in several works [32, 34, 38, 39] that in the absence of any gauge singlet fields, certain nonholomorphic SUSY breaking terms may become characteristically soft so that the MSSM may additionally include soft terms like A f φ 2 φ * and µ ψψ 1 . The resulting scenario is broadly known as the NonHolomorphic Supersymmetric Standard Model (NHSSM).
Implications of the NH soft terms had been analyzed in scenarios with universal boundary conditions at a high scale [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . These used renormalization group (RG) evolutions of various input parameters to the weak scale for studying the SUSY spectra, impact on the Higgs boson mass, involved fine-tuning, various phenomenological observables in rare B-decays (viz., BR(B → X s +γ), BR(B s → µ + µ − )), issues pertaining to the dark matter, CP-violating effects etc. Analyses that were inspired by the so-called phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM)-like setup [45] (where the input values of the soft SUSY breaking parameters are provided at the electroweak scale instead) are presented in [46, 47] . The first of these two works [46] demonstrated the enhancement of muon g−2 in models that involve NH terms. The latter one [47] made a detailed study on the Charge and Color Breaking (CCB) vacua while including appropriate NH soft breaking terms. It is noted that in a formulation of hidden sector F -type SUSY breaking, such NH terms may be suppressed by the scale of mediation [32] . Thus, supergravity [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] scenarios have NH soft terms that are suppressed by the Planck mass. Recently, authors of reference [33] analyzed an NH scenario in a minimal Gauge Mediated SUSY Breaking (mGMSB) framework [6, 53] where the scale of mediation is reasonably small. However, like all the analyses to date with NH terms, we will remain agnostic about the source/mechanism of such suppressions and consider the parameters (at the electroweak scale) associated with NH terms to have similar strengths as that of the holomorphic soft parameters 2 .
It is now known [46] that the NH soft trilinear parameters (A f ) may significantly alter the left-right (L-R) mixing of squarks and sleptons while the NH soft higgsino mass term (µ ) may induce crucial changes in the compositions of the electroweakinos. In particular, as we shall see in section 2, the masses of the higgsino-like neutralinos would go as µ + µ at the tree level. The fact that the Higgs potential in the NHSSM receives a contribution from the superpotential parameter 'µ' (as in the MSSM), but not from µ , gives rise to the possibility that a scenario with relatively heavy higgsino-like neutralinos could still have a small enough 'µ' [46] and hence a low degree of tree-level electroweak fine-tuning [23, 25, 28, 31, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Such a heavy higgsino (∼ 1 TeV) could be the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) and a viable DM candidate that could satisfy the observed relic density from the Planck data [64] .
As it may be expected, in the presence of soft NH terms, the mass-spectra and the strength of interaction vertices involving SUSY excitations could undergo significant changes via the altered mass (and hence the diagonalizing) matrices of the sfermions and electroweakinos. On the other hand, gauge and/or Yukawa couplings may have dominant roles in determining the strength of these vertices depending on the composition of sparticles. For example, as we will see in section 3.1, the strength of the verticesb i -b-χ 0 j andt i -t-χ 0 j are mostly powered by y b and y t , respectively when the involved neutralino is higgsino-like, while the same are governed by gauge couplings when the neutralino is a gaugino-dominated one. Furthermore, the coupling strength of a sfermion 1 There can be other possible NH terms also like λψ [32] . However, such a term with chiral fermion and gaugino mass mixing is not allowed in the MSSM particle content.
2 Non-standard SUSY breaking was also studied with R-parity violating NH soft SUSY breaking terms in the MSSM framework in references [54] [55] [56] .
to a chargino depends crucially on the chiral admixture the sfermion possesses. One also finds that, among the NH soft trilinear parameters A f (see section 2), the lepton (tau)-and the down (bottom)-type ones (A τ and A b ) might contribute dominantly to the L-R mixings of scalars [46] for an enhanced tan β where tan β is the ratio of vevs (
) of the two Higgs doublets. As a result, the NH soft parameters A τ,b could induce more L-R mixing in the stau and the sbottom sectors, respectively than what is contributed by A t of similar strength toward mixing in the stop sector. In this work we are interested in the phenomenology of the squarks from the third generation, in particular, the sbottom sector and hence would consider only A b which is non-vanishing.
Notably enough, there is another source in the NHSSM that could alter the strength of the interaction vertices significantly. The bottom Yukawa coupling y b could receive large radiative correction in the presence of non-vanishing A b when tan β is large. This is over and above the usual tan β-enhancement that y b enjoys due to radiative corrections in the MSSM [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . Such an effect arises in the NHSSM essentially from the coupling of the down-type sfermions (sbottoms) to the up-type Higgs boson triggered by soft trilinear NH interaction terms (viz., A b ). In contrast, consequences of A t in the stop mass-squared matrix is tan β-suppressed and is practically subdominant in the background of a large holomorphic trilinear coupling A t that is required to obtain the SM-like Higgs boson mass in the right range. Also, the impact of A t on y t via radiative corrections is small. Given that the NHSSM setup cannot alter the SM-like Higgs boson mass as obtained in the MSSM any significantly, the requirement of a relatively large tan β would still be intact in the NHSSM. This then implies that the NHSSM-specific effects would, in general, be more pronounced in the phenomenology of the sbottoms when compared to that of the stops. There is, however, one subtle exception to this when (an altered) y b could take part in the decay of the stop squarks.
In this backdrop, already intensified searches at the LHC for the squarks from the third generation find added relevance and, from the viewpoint of the NHSSM, sbottoms take the front seat. Given that the masses and the compositions of the sbottoms predominantly control its (pair) production cross sections and decays, a detailed analysis of these by looking into their mutual relationships in the NHSSM framework would be an important first step in deciphering it at an actual experiment. We thus undertake an exploratory study of the pair-production of sbottoms at the ongoing 13 TeV run of the LHC. We prefer a scenario with relatively small values of higgsino mass parameter 'µ' (appearing in the superpotential) to ensure a 'natural' setup. If the soft NH parameter µ is not too large, this could ensure the lighter neutralinos and the lighter chargino to be higgsino-like thus bringing into the picture a much altered y b (characteristic of the NHSSM) in their interactions with the sbottoms. As a result, rates (cross section times the effective branching fraction or 'yields') in various final states would start to differ from their MSSM expectations. In the present study, we adopt the final state with 2b-jets + missing transverse energy ( / E T ) as the reference one.
The present work is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the salient aspects of the NHSSM scenario with reference to the nonholomorphic soft terms, their key impacts on the sfermion and the electroweakino sectors and on the running of the bottom quark masses (Yukawa couplings). Section 3 is devoted to a comparative discussion on the nature of the sbottoms, their decays and the resulting yields in our chosen final state as found in the NHSSM and the MSSM. A brief discussion on the limited but important impact of the NHSSM scenario on the search for stops at the LHC is also included. In section 4 we conclude.
Nonholomorphic soft terms and their phenomenological implications
As discussed in reference [46] , one may consider specific nonholomorphic interactions which, in the absence of a gauge singlet field, as in the case of MSSM, may be regarded as soft SUSY breaking terms. The nonholomorphic cubic scalar interactions and bilinear fermionic mass terms also potentially fall into the class of soft SUSY breaking ones. Considering X and Φ to be chiral superfields, the NH soft D-term contributions go like
lead to nonholomorphic terms (e.g., φ 2 φ * and ψψ) in the Lagrangian [32] . The coefficients of both φ 2 φ * and ψψ terms are proportional to |F | 2 M 3 , where |F | is the vev of the auxiliary field components of X. In a scenario with hidden sector SUSY breaking, nonholomorphic trilinear terms and higgsino mass term go as ∼ m 2 W M where M is the scale of mediation of SUSY breaking and can be as large as the Planck scale (M P ). Thus, the NH soft terms are highly suppressed in supergravity type scenarios. In contrast, such terms can become phenomenologically relevant [33] in a scenario like the mGMSB with a characteristically low scale of mediation of SUSY breaking. As mentioned in the Introduction, considering the fact that the NH interactions could cause a significant change in phenomenology, we consider such terms in a model-independent way so that they can have strengths similar to that of the holomorphic soft terms.
The parts of the Lagrangian containing the NH terms are given by
where A u,d, are the NH soft trilinear parameters corresponding to the up, down and lepton sectors, respectively and µ is the NH soft higgsino mass parameter. We note that the association of the up and down types of Higgs fields are reversed when compared to the holomorphic trilinear terms so as to have the correct hypercharge assignments. Presence of the NH soft trilinear terms containing A f modifies the off-diagonal terms of the tree-level sfermion mass-squared matrices of the MSSM. Thus, in the NHSSM, the generic tree-level mass-squared matrix for the sfermions is given by
where mf
are the soft SUSY breaking masses for the left-and the right-chiral sfermions, m f is the mass of the corresponding fermion, A f are the corresponding soft trilinear parameters while 'µ' is the holomorphic higgsino mass parameter appearing in the superpotential. R β = cot β (tan β) for the up-type squark (down-type squark, slepton) mass-squared matrices.
As can be seen, when compared to the MSSM case, 'µ' in the off-diagonal term is now replaced by µ+A f . At this point, we must take due note of the fact that, unlike in the MSSM, a contribution from the trilinear (NH) soft term A f appears in a product with R β and hence could get enhanced by tan β for the tau and the bottom sectors. It may also be noted that, in the viable range of A t , it is possible to obtain some NH contribution to the radiative corrections to the mass of the SM-like Higgs boson in spite of a tan β suppression [46] .
The electroweakino sector is the other entity that gets affected at the tree level in the presence of NH terms. When compared to the MSSM case, the entries in the higgsino block of the neutralino and the chargino mass matrices undergo the modification µ → µ + µ [46] as given by
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where M 1 and M 2 are the U (1) and the SU (2) soft gaugino masses, respectively. Here, it is important to note that, at the tree level, the NH soft higgsino mass parameter µ does not contribute to the scalar potential and hence does not directly affect the mass of the SM-like Higgs boson. As a result, the issue of electroweak fine-tuning arising from the so-called 'little hierarchy problem' [13, 14] gets somewhat decoupled from the effective higgsino mass given by µ + µ [46] . Consequently, one could have a heavy higgsino LSP (∼ 1 TeV) (which could be a viable DM candidate) without compromising on 'naturalness' when µ is large enough.
As pointed out in the Introduction, another significant phenomenological implication of the NH soft terms is a possible modification in the running of the fermion mass (Yukawa coupling), in particular, that of the bottom quark. This is primarily driven by A b and further assisted by an enhanced tan β. At the one-loop level, the principal MSSM contributions to the bottom quark mass m b arise from theg −b loop and the χ ± −t loop diagrams as shown in figures 1(a) and 1(b) [65] [66] [67] [68] .
The trilinear soft interaction corresponding to the vertex H u -t R -t L contributes to the chargino loop via a factor A t y t v u where v u = H u . The two q-q-H vertices in this one loop diagram that come from the superpotential interactions provide with a combined factor of y t y b . For theχ 0 −b loop contribution to m b in the MSSM, one can have a trilinear soft interaction vertex factor A b y b v d in addition to the factor of y 2 b contributed by the superpotential terms at the other two vertices. Thus, the χ 0 −b contribution in the MSSM is much smaller compared to the χ ± −t loop contribution. Theg −b contribution in the MSSM involves a factor containing the strong coupling constant α s . This is in addition to the factor that goes as µy b at theb L -H * u -b R vertex and arises from the F -term contribution to the scalar potential.
On the other hand, in the NHSSM where H u is associated with the down type squarks (and sleptons) in the trilinear soft interactions, one can have ag −b contribution with figure 1(c) ). Besides, there is a χ 0 −b loop contribution ( figure 1(d) ) with the same factor of A b y b at the trilinear scalar vertex and a factor of y 2 b coming from the other two vertices with their origins in the superpotential. In addition, we will also take into account the MSSM contribution originating from the trilinear vertex involving the squarks and the Higgs boson that arises from the F -term of the scalar potential.
The relevant loop contributions to m b that we are concerned about in this work are those which are tan β-enhanced. For the MSSM case, these come fromg −b and χ ± −t loops and are given by [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] 
Thus, for µ = 0 and for higgsino-dominated χ ± 1 and LSP, we have the following (approximate) expression for m b where all the loop contributions are proportional to tan β:
For a higgsino-dominated lighter chargino and the LSP, and for non-vanishing µ , the loop function I(a, b, c) will take (µ + µ ) 2 in its argument in the NHSSM, instead of µ 2 .
Sbottom phenomenology in the NHSSM (vis-a-vis the MSSM)
As discussed earlier, the couplings involving the physical sbottom states and the electroweakinos are of particular importance in the study of how the NHSSM scenario could behave differently from the MSSM scenario. We thus first write down the expressions for the tree-level couplings involving these states. As can be seen, these couplings are functions of the elements of the matrices that diagonalize the mass (mass-squared) matrices in the electroweakino (scalar) sectors. As for the electroweakinos, the issue is straight-forward, i.e., these elements are mostly governed by µ eff = µ+µ and the gaugino mass parameters like M 1 and M 2 . On the other hand, for the sbottom (and stop, as well) sector the elements of the diagonalizing matrix are functions of the nonholomorphic parameter A b (A t ) along with the standard MSSM parameters like A b , 'µ' and tan β. It needs to be pointed out here that, given the way µ enters the mass matrices in the electroweakino sector at the tree level (see equations 2.3 and 2.4), it would be difficult to decipher an NHSSM effect just by studying the charginos and/or the neutralinos in isolation. Structurally, the same is true when dealing with the sbottom sector, given the way A b appears in the mass-squared matrix. When considered exclusively, both sectors could be viewed as though endowed with an effective value of 'µ' given by µ + µ for the electroweakino sector and µ + A b for the sbottom sector, respectively. On their own, the mass-matrices would then mimic their MSSM counterparts. However, any study of sbottoms at the colliders would inevitably involve their eventual decays to the LSP and possibly, to other lighter electroweakinos. It thus appears that definite imprints of the NHSSM could only be carried by the direct interactions of the sbottoms with the electroweakinos.
Interactions with electroweakinos
With the decay processesb i → bχ 0 1 andb i → tχ − 1 in reference where i = 1(2) refer to the lighter (heavier) mass eigenstates of the sbottom, their transition matrix elements involve the couplingsb i -
are the usual projection operators and C L and C R for the two processes are given by [74] [75] [76] • forb i -b-χ 0 1 coupling:
In the above expressions, N ij are the elements of the symmetric (4 × 4) matrix that diagonalizes the neutralino mass matrix of the same dimension in the basis ( B, W , H 0 d , H 0 u ). U ij and V ij are the two unitary matrices that diagonalize the (2 × 2) asymmetric chargino mass matrix in the basis of charged wino and charged higgsino states. Z d i3 and Z d i6 are the elements of the unitary matrix that diagonalizes the mass-squared matrix for the down-type quark that give the left-and right-sbottom admixtures respectively, in the 'i'-th sbottom mass-eigenstate. g 1 and g 2 are the usual SU (2) and U (1) gauge couplings, respectively, while y b and y t are the bottom and the top Yukawa couplings, respectively. For all these, we follow the convention and the notations adopted in the SARAH (v4.10.2) [75, 76] At this point, it is important to note that the coupling of a sbottom state to a higgsino-like neutralino is always proportional to y b while the same to a top quark and a higgsino-like chargino depends on the chiral admixture it possesses. Such a coupling for a left-like sbottom is governed by y t while that for a right-like sbottom goes as y b . Hence, clearly, when allowed by phase space, a left-like sbottom dominantly decays to tχ final state when χ 0 1,2 are both higgsino-dominated and light. This is no different from the MSSM. However, in the NHSSM scenario, the presence of a non-vanishing A b alters the composition of the sbottom states in a nontrivial way. This could lead to different observable effects when compared to the MSSM case. Note that there may be another competing decay mode of an sbottom state in the form ofb 1 →t 1 W − which is often considered in a detailed study of the sbottom sector. In the present work, however, we restrict ourselves to a simpler situation where this decay is kinematically forbidden.
Interestingly, the couplings mentioned above receive nontrivial contributions through y b . The effects here are of two types: first, y b has the usual dependence on tan β as in the MSSM case [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . More crucially, in the NHSSM scenario, y b becomes a function of A b via radiative corrections to m b . The dependence is studied via the SARAH-generated SPheno implementation of the NHSSM scenario The variation is illustrated in figure 2 for two values of tan β. The curves reveal usual dependence (direct proportionality) of y b on tan β. In addition, significantly enough, the variation of y b with A b is found to be rather large (up to 4 times for the range of A b we consider). As can be gleaned from figure 2, the larger values of y b are obtained for larger tan β and for A b < 0. In contrast, the variation of y b as a function of A b in the MSSM is known to be much smaller in comparison. These are shown in broken lines for the two values of tan β under consideration. It is also to be noted that, for a given tan β, NHSSM leads to larger y b values when compared to the MSSM case only if A b < 0. The reverse is the case when A b > 0.
We now move on to study the dependence of the effective strengths of the verticesb 1 -b-χ 0 1 and
This assumes that pair-production ofb 1 has the dominant contribution to the final state we would be interested in. However, in section 3.3.2 we would take a careful look as to how significant the contributions from b 2 pair-production could turn out to be.
At the level of squared matrix elements for these decays, the interaction strengths are constituted of appropriate C L 's and C R 's of equations 3.1 and 3.2. We have checked analytically that squared matrix-elements for these decays dominantly depend on the factor C 2 L +C 2 R . We thus study the variations of this factor as functions of A b and tan β for the two decay processes mentioned above and for two representative scenarios: one with a higgsino-like neutralino LSP ( compulsion for choosing two different values of 'higher' tan β (40 versus 20) to demonstrate the said variation in the scenarios with higgsino-and gaugino-like LSP is elaborated later in section 3.2, in an appropriate context. It is clear from figure 3 that, for both modes of decay, the involved interaction strengths vary significantly with A b . The bands arise since 'µ' is varied (over the range 100 GeV ≤ µ ≤ 350 GeV) which, all through, keeps the LSP dominantly higgsino-like) for our choices of M 1 and M 2 . For theb 1 -b-χ 0 1 vertex, the effective interaction strength could vary by a factor as large as 5 (10) for tan β = 10 (40). For theb 1 -t-χ − 1 vertex, the corresponding variation is found to be by a factor of 2, approximately, irrespective of tan β. Also, the generic strength of the effectiveb 1 -b-χ 0 1 interaction is much smaller than that forb 1 -t-χ − 1 . This is mainly because the latter is governed by y t wheñ b 1 ∼b L , which happens to be the case here.
The profiles in figure 3 can also be understood in the following terms. For theb 1 -b-χ 0 1 interaction (plots on the left), the LSP being dominantly a higgsino, the coupling factor preferentially depends on y t . This effect is reflected in the peaks in the center of these plots. Further, the bigger the magnitude of A b is, the larger is the admixture ofb R inb 1 which, in turn, makes the interaction increasingly more dependent on y b . However, for tan β not so large (=10), as is the case in the top right plot, even for large negative A b , y b cannot compete with y t that shapes the peak around A b = 0. In contrast, in the bottom right plot, for which tan β is much larger (=40), y b is expectedly much enhanced for large negative A b (see figure 2) . This drives the interaction strength up to the level obtained for the y t -driven regime of the central region with small A b . This plot also corroborates with figure 2 that y b decreases steadily with increasing positive value of A b . The bands appear due to a variation of 'µ' over the range indicated. while the central peak arises from y t -dominance. Overall, it may be noted that the effective strength is small for theb 1 -b-χ 0 1 interaction when compared to the one for theb 1 -t-χ − 1 interaction. In fact, for tan β = 10, the former always remains much smaller.
Descriptions of the plots in figure 4 follow a similar line of argument but for the fact that the LSP is now bino-dominated. Thus, theb 1 -b-χ 0 1 coupling is driven by the hypercharge of the sbottom. Hence the interaction strength would be higher forb 1 with a larger admixture ofb R . This is clearly reflected in the plots on the left where dips appear at the central region with smaller |A b | for which theb 1 isb L -dominated. With an increasing magnitude of A b ,b R admixture grows quickly to a maximum (see the cos θ variation plot of figures 7 and 8.) and the effect of this is reflected in the wings of these curves that take off fast and then spread out flat for larger values of |A b |. On the other hand, plots on the right representing theb 1 -t-χ − 1 case (in particular, the top right one with tan β = 10) are (is) rather similar to the corresponding ones (one) in figure 3 since the lighter chargino still remains to be dominantly higgsino-like, though heavier, as m χ ± 1 ≈ µ = 900 GeV and M 1 << µ << M 2 , with M 1 and M 2 set at 500 GeV and 1.1 TeV, respectively. Some differences arise for the bottom right plot for larger magnitudes of A b . This is since, as described earlier, in this region the y b effect dominates and, given that we are using a smaller value for tan β (20, versus 40, in figure 3 ), y b is smaller in the present case, for a given A b . Note further that the parts in the central region (showing the peaks) where y t governs are expectedly not affected much by this difference in tan β. Again, as for the higgsino-dominated LSP scenario of figure 3 , here also the strength of theb 1 -b-χ 0 1 interaction remains to be much smaller than that of theb 1 -t-χ − 1 interaction. Also, note that in contrast to figure 3, even for the larger tan β (=20) value considered in this figure, theb 1 -b-χ 0 1 coupling does not get enhanced since it dominantly involves gauge coupling g 1 and not y b . 
Masses, mixings and decays of the lighter sbottom
The branching fractions ofb 1 to various competing modes are governed not only by the couplings involved but also by the phase space available for such decays. The latter, in turn, depends on the mass-splittings betweenb 1 and the sparticle it decays to, of which the important ones are the electroweakinos (a neutralino or a chargino) and, possibly, the lighter stop state (t 1 ). As mentioned earlier, in the present study, decays ofb 1 to electroweakinos would play more direct roles though. Hence, for simplicity, we consider mb
We discuss two representative scenarios in this context. In the first scenario, µ eff remains small and is much smaller than M 1,2 . This renders χ 0 1 , χ 0 2 and χ ± 1 higgsino-like. In the second one, M 1 << µ eff << M 2 leading to a bino-like neutralino LSP while χ ± 1 is still higgsino-like but could be much heavier than the LSP. In figures 5 and 6 we present the variations of the branching fractions ofb 1 as functions of A b for these two scenarios, respectively. In both these figures, plots on the left (right) correspond to tan β = 10 (40). We find that the patterns of variation are very different for the two scenarios. On a closer look, we find that these derive from those for the corresponding interaction strengths as depicted in figures 3 and 4. This can also be understood in the following way. The interaction strength forb 1 -t-χ − 1 is generally larger than that forb 1 -b-χ 0 1 , the difference getting smaller with increasing y b (i.e., at large negative A b and large tan β). Hence the total decay width appearing in the denominator of the formula for branching fractions is dominated by the width ofb 1 
1 ] still broadly follows the profile of the involved coupling strength. This is more or less true for both the cases with higgsino-and gaugino-dominated LSP. The region where y b becomes large (e.g., for tan β = 40 and larger |A b |) is only relevant when the LSP (lighter chargino) is higgsino-dominated for which a competition among the said decay modes set in and the profiles for the branching ratios shape up accordingly.
We further need the information as to how mb 4 . Intimately connected with this variation is the chiral content ofb 1 which, in turn, dictates the strength of its various interactions. Hence presenting simultaneous variations of these factors would perhaps be the best means to understand their interplay. In figures 7 and 8 we illustrate these variations for the cases with a higgsino-like and a gaugino (bino)-like neutralino LSP, respectively.
In both figures 7 and 8, the top panel presents the case for tan β = 10. However, for the bottom panel tan β is set to 40 (20) for figure 7 (figure 8 ). The reason behind this is that the larger value of µ (= 900 GeV) used to obtain a gaugino-like neutralino LSP in the latter case hardly finds a situation with tan β 20 and still yielding an acceptable (non-tachyonic) spectrum of particles over the range of A b that ensures a substantial variation (drop) in mb 5 Since µ and A b exclusively affect only the electroweakino and the sbottom sectors, respectively (at least, at the tree-level), A b = 0 could appear to be a viable alternate choice. However, given that y b has a non-trivial dependence on A b , here we choose to vary the latter. In section 3.3.1 (see figure 10 ), we would simultaneously vary µ and A b to study some observable effects. , in the MSSM, could be found just by allowing 'µ' to vary over a larger range thereby compensating for the missing A b . However, this is not correct. In fact, the major effect in this respect, in the NHSSM, does not come directly from A b , per se, in the and bino-dominated LSP. Thus, by sticking tob 1 b L , we made a conservative choice as far as the final-state yields are concerned.
Pair-productions of sbottoms at the LHC
In this section we study the effect of the NHSSM-specific parameters like µ and A b on the (partonlevel) signal strengths (∼ σ × BR 2 ) of sbottoms produced in pairs at the LHC and each decaying to a bottom quark and an LSP. This leads to a final state with 2b-jets + missing transverse energy ( / E T ) and is being intensively searched for at the LHC experiments leading to the strongest lower bound on the sbottom mass. Hence, as discussed in the Introduction, this might prove to be an appropriate process to find imprints of a scenario like the NHSSM. These could be in the form of yield in the above-mentioned final state that is different from the MSSM expectation, for a given set of masses of sbottoms, the lighter chargino and/or the lighter neutralinos. We, thus, study the relative yields in these two SUSY scenarios. This we do in stages. In section 3.3.1 we stick tob 1 pair-production and consider cases with vanishing and non-zero µ .b 2 pair-production is additionally considered in section 3.3.2 (for the simpler case with vanishing µ ) to demonstrate the situation when it cannot be ignored.
The case with the lighter sbottom
It may be reiterated that, at the lowest order in the perturbation theory, the NHSSM parameter µ affects only the electroweakino sector while the other NHSSM parameter in context, A b , does so only for the sbottom sector of the said scenario. In contrast, 'µ' affects both the sectors and does so in both MSSM and NHSSM. Furthermore, as we have already discussed in section 2, tan β could also play an important role. Clearly, letting all the relevant parameters vary simultaneously and still be able to extract some concrete information is a difficult proposition. We, thus, need an appropriate strategy to obtain information which, if not free from, has less of an ambiguity and thus could be used to decipher an imprint of the NHSSM scenario in the experimental data. Note that we would, all through (unless otherwise specified), assume mb
TeV which approximately sets the magnitude of mb 1 to be around 1 TeV (thus, evading the current bounds from the LHC) even in presence of maximal mixing between the two chiral states. All through we consider a vanishing A b (unless otherwise mentioned) given that it is found to play only a subdominant role in the sbottom sector.
First, for simplicity, we consider µ = 0. This is what we have already adopted in sections 3.1 and 3.2. Furthermore, to stick to a 'natural' setup we restrict ourselves to relatively small values of 'µ' ( 350 GeV). The soft gaugino parameters M 1 and M 2 are fixed at 500 GeV and 1.1 TeV, respectively, thus rendering the two lighter neutralinos and the lighter chargino higgsino-like 6 .
In figure 9 we present a comparative study of the parton-level yields (σb
in the final state 2b+ / E T arising from pair-producedb 1 at the 13 TeV run of the LHC in the MSSM (left) and the NHSSM (right) for tan β = 10 (top) and 40 (bottom). As mentioned earlier, the spectra, the branching ratios of various new-physics excitations and values of other low-energy observables are computed using SARAH-generated SPheno and the cross sections for the relevant processes are calculated using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO (v2. By comparing the left and the right plots in a given row (i.e., for a given tan β) of figure 9 , it is clear that the yield in the NHSSM for a particular value of 'µ' (i.e., m χ
, for µ << M 1 , M 2 ) could vary widely as opposed to a rather definite expectation for the same in the MSSM. This becomes clear from the plots on the right in which the horizontal axes depict the variation of the 6 In practice, one could have also considered a scenario with M1, M2 << µ ( 500 GeV) thus making the light electroweakinos gaugino-like but still the overall scenario remaining somewhat "natural". However, in that case, one would not be able to witness the key effect of an enhanced y b in the NHSSM scenario as the decay of the bottom squarks would be mostly driven by appropriate gauge couplings. 1 ] over this region. We have checked that the patterns shown in the plots on the right closely follow the same for the above branching fraction. The latter, in the first place, inherits its pattern from those of the interaction strengths as illustrated in figure 3 . Such a similarity is seen for large negative values of µ + A b (i.e., for large negative A b ) when we obtain the highest yield (in yellow).
As for the MSSM case (i.e., the plots on the left), it may further be noted that the variations in
e., the parton-level yields, are primarily due to variations in BR[b 1 → bχ 0 1 ] which, in turn, are attributed to the changing chiral contents ofb 1 as 'µ' varies. This is clear since the available phase space (∆m (b 1 ,χ 0 1 ) ) for the above decay remains to be large enough over the entire range of variation of 'µ'. This also lends credence to the fact that the (counter-intuitive) increase in the yield at lower values of ∆m (b 1 ,χ 0 1 ) (i.e., decreasing phase space for the decay) is actually connected to the composition ofb 1 in these regions, as discussed above. In summary, for a given set of values of mb where the latter is higgsino-like and relatively light, the yields in the NHSSM could surpass their corresponding MSSM expectations by large margins. However, the magnitudes of σ × BR reveals that these are somewhat sensitive to the LHC experiments with 300 fb −1 of integrated luminosity only when tan β is reasonably large.
Next, we bring in µ into the picture. As pointed out in section 2, this could give rise to a relatively heavier higgsino-like neutralino (∼ 1 TeV) LSP without requiring 'µ' to be large [43, 46] . This would then help avoid an imminent tension with the notion of 'naturalness'. In addition, such a neutralino LSP is known to be a viable DM candidate that could explain the observed relic density. In view of the LHC data routinely pushing up the lower bounds on sparticle masses and that a bino-dominated neutralino LSP overproduces the relic abundance, these together certainly offer an welcome respite. Furthermore, a non-vanishing µ would not by itself affect the electroweakino sector in the sense that the latter is blind to 'µ' or µ separately but inherits its properties only from the sum µ + µ . However, of 'µ' and µ , only the former enters the sbottom sector, at least at the lowest order. Such a selectiveness is expected to leave its trails in the masses and interactions involving these two sectors and the way they are connected. These would then carry imprints of the NHSSM scenario and could even shed light on the relative magnitude of 'µ' and µ .
In figure 10 we present the possible extent of variation of the yield (σ × BR 2 ) as a function of µ and A b for mb
TeV. This is done by fixing the MSSM parameters 'µ', M 1 and A b in the following way: µ = 200 GeV, M 1 = 500 GeV and A b = 0. All other input parameters are as indicated in table 1. Note that the chosen (small) value of 'µ' is expected to render the scenario 'natural'. All these, in turn, fix the MSSM yield. The plot on the left (right) corresponds to tan β = 10 (40). By fixing M 1 and allowing for µ to vary about it, we essentially let the nature of the LSP neutralino change over from a dominantly higgsino-like one to a gaugino-like one passing through an intermediate state of mixed nature and thus, capture how the yield varies with such a change. Plots in the bottom panel zoom in on the higgsino-like LSP region. The white bands in the middle of the plots indicate regions which are excluded by the LEP chargino searches [83] . Fixed mb 1 contours are also overlaid in each plot. In both plots of the top panel of figure 10 , the regions in cyan are of the smallest yields. The fixed MSSM yields for both tan β = 10 and 40 are obtained for µ = A b = 0 and those are as small as 0.0003 fb and 0.039 fb, respectively. We have checked that the smallness of the yield over the cyan region is mostly due to the same for the effective interaction strength C 2 L + C 2 R . Even the presence of a slightly darker vertical shade in the middle of the plot on the right indicating locally enhanced yields over the range −700 GeV µ 400 GeV and for A b < 0 can be traced back to similar enhancements in C 2 L + C 2 R . Also, note that the magnitude of the yield varies in a discontinuous fashion with increasing |µ |. This is due to an interplay between the y b -driven contribution which falls off more rapidly with growing |µ | (because of a decreasing higgsino content of the LSP) than what the growing gaugino (bino) contribution could compensate for. Note that even though the grows with |µ |, before getting kinematically forbidden. In the bottom panel of figure 10 we zoom up the low |µ | region to illustrate the altering nature of the yield and its extent across the region. It can be gleaned from these plots that a 5 to 7 fold change in the yield is possible over the indicated range.
In summary, an enhanced y b , which is rather characteristic of the NHSSM scenario for large negative A b and large tan β, could boost the yield in the 2b + / E T final state beyond its MSSM expectation, for similar masses of the lighter sbottom and the LSP in the two scenarios. The reverse is true when A b takes large positive values. In particular, the enhancement is significant for a higgsino-like LSP and is somewhat more interesting when the lighter sbottom isb L -dominated given that there is a competition among the decaysb 1 → bχ 0 1,2 andb 1 → tχ − 1 . 
Impact of including the heavier sbottom
A priori, it would not be fair to ignore the contribution from pp →b 2b * 2 . This is since, for the ranges of variations of various parameters (like A b and tan β), mb To illustrate this, in the left plot of figure 11 we present the contours of constant mass-split (∆m (b 2 ,b 1 ) ) betweenb 2 andb 1 in the A b -tan β plane. We note that for the extreme value for |A b | (=1.2 TeV) that we have allowed for in the present analysis, the split between mb 1 and mb 2 cannot be more than around 170 GeV. Furthermore, as can be seen in figure 11 , the mass-split is largely independent of tan β. Thus, for low values of |A b |, mb 2 ). Thus, the yield in the 2b + / E T final state fromb 1b * 1 andb 2b * 2 could be comparable and hence the latter should not be ignored.
In figure 13 we show the variations of the parton-level yields (i.e., the cross section times the square of BR[b 1/2 → bχ 0 1 ]) in the 2b + / E T final state arising fromb 1 -(in red) andb 2 (in green) pair-productions for tan β = 10 (40) in the left (right) plot. For the plot on the right, we also added up these two contributions (in blue) as in this case the individual contributions are relatively large over the range we explored. As one can see, for small values of |A b |, yield fromb 2 pairproduction dominates and this simply inherits its trend from the plot on the right of figure 11 , this then could signal in favour of a scenario like the NHSSM with a few tens of events in 300 fb −1 of data at the LHC. On the other hand, for large positive A b , one expects a significant dearth of events in the 2b + / E T final state when compared to the MSSM expectation. However, the yield is found to be not sensitive to 300 fb −1 of data and would need the high luminosity run of the LHC for this to show up. In figure 14 we illustrate the variation of σb
plane for tan β = 10 (left) and 40 (right). These correspond to the similar ones forb 1 presented in the right plots in the top and bottom panels of figure 9 .
We now summarize our findings by undertaking a simple-minded comparison of the 2b + / E T rates obtained in the MSSM and in the NHSSM, as A b varies for the same values of µ (i.e., similar higgsino-like LSP masses). We define the relative rates as
with mb . We obtain the rates in the MSSM case by varying 'µ' over the range 100 GeV ≤ µ ≤ 350 GeV such that a relatively light higgsino-like neutralino LSP is ensured. For the NHSSM case, we choose µ = 0 but vary A b such that |A b | ≤ 1.2 TeV to get the yields. To compute 'α', the ratios are taken of those rates in the two scenarios for which values of 'µ' are the same. The plots reveal that up to a eight-fold (six-fold) increased rates could be possible for tan β = 10 (40) over the expected MSSM rates in the final state under consideration. These further indicate that NHSSM could also result in a much lower yield when compared to the MSSM. Note, however, that the absolute rates are typically lower for a smaller tan β. Understandably, the largest deviation is expected for relatively large, negative values of A b for which y b is much enhanced. It should be noted that the variations of 'α' closely mimics that of σ × BR 2 in figure 9 and 14. Hence the former variations find very similar explanations in terms of variation of the effective interaction strengths as well.
Finally, it will be of practical importance to understand how the rates would compare when the masses of the sbottoms vary. To this end, in figure 16 we illustrate the variations of a similar ratio of the expected (total) yields as defined in equation To elaborate a bit more, for A b = −1 TeV as is used in the left plot, we now know that y b is significantly larger than its MSSM value. As the decayb → bχ 0 1 is enhanced for larger y b , we always find the relative yield to be larger than 1. It turns out that the maximal deviation (black region) occurs when the MSSM rate (appearing in the denominator of the ratio) in the said channel becomes minimum which is the case whenb 1 ≈b L . This is so since such a limit is more abruptly attained in the MSSM than in the NHSSM thanks to a non-vanishing A b for whichb 1 could still have a largerb R admixture in the NHSSM case which facilitates the decayb 1 → bχ 0 1 . In moving to the plot on the right, the MSSM contribution in the denominator does not change. However, with A b = 1 TeV, y b becomes much smaller than its MSSM value. Thus, in the region for which b 1 becomes dominated byb L (left of the diagonal),b 1 → tχ − 1 prevails. This is the reason the ratio of the yields are now smaller over this region. The maximal ratio (black patch) is now obtained forb 1 ≈b R and this appears entirely due to enhanced cross section in the NHSSM case whereb 1 gets lighter than that in the case of the MSSM for the same input values of mb L and mb R . Note that this effect is also there over the black patch in the left plot which gets further fortified by the effects discussed above. Clearly, these can turn the ratio bigger as can be seen for A b < 0.
Implication for stop searches
In this subsection we briefly discuss possible implications of the NHSSM scenario for the stop searches at the LHC. It has been pointed out in the Introduction that the impact of soft NH terms on the masses and mixings of the stops cannot be large since this is going to be tan β-suppressed. However, as indicated there, it remains to be seen if an altered y b could play any role in the decays of stops. Indeed, an expression analogous to equation 3.2 for thet i -b-χ + 1 vertex would dictate that a left-like stop would couple to a higgsino-like chargino and a bottom quark with the strength y b . Hence its decay rate to bχ + 1 could get modified when compared to its MSSM expectation depending upon the altered value of y b as functions of A b and tan β.
In figure 17 we illustrate the variations of the relative branching rate oft 1 to bχ clear from these plots that whent 1 ist L -dominated (i.e., when mt L << mt R ), the effect of altered y b is maximal. For A b < 0 (left plot) leading to y b which is larger than its MSSM expectation, the effect is manifested in an enhanced (the black patch) branching fraction in the top left region. The reverse is true for the right plot where the said region now suffers the most due to a diminished y b (the blue patch) as is expected for A b > 0. 
Conclusions
Deciphering imprints of the NHSSM scenario at colliders would not be a simple proposition. Given the way the two important classes of nonholomorphic soft terms in the form of µ and A f appear in the NHSSM Lagrangian, perhaps the only plausible way to extract information about them is to undertake a thorough, precise study of the interactions of the sfermions with the electroweakinos.
In the present work, we mostly adopt a scenario in which the SUSY conserving parameter 'µ' has a relatively small value (≤ 350 GeV) which help keep the scenario 'natural'. Furthermore, we prefer the masses of the low-lying electroweakinos to be governed by 'µ' and hence turning out to be higgsino-like. This then could exploit the dominant Yukawa couplings thus bringing the sfermions from the third generation into the folds, which could potentially be the lightest of the sfermions and hence could be within the reach of the LHC.
We find the sbottom sector to be especially sensitive to the NHSSM soft terms thanks to a very prominent dependence of the bottom Yukawa coupling y b on the trilinear soft NH parameter A b due to radiative effects, reinforced by possible large values of tan β. This could have a moderate to large (and hence phenomenologically important) effect on the masses and the mixings of sbottoms. For example, while in the MSSM, the mass-split between the two sbottom states could only be around 1-2% of the degenerate chiral soft masses in the most favorable scenario, one could achieve a 10-15% split in the NHSSM. In addition, the sbottoms, when produced in pairs at the LHC, might lead to a 2b + / E T final state via one-step decays of the sbottoms. Such a final state is being intensively looked for at the LHC experiments. This is in contrast to pair-produced light stops leading to top quarks or charginos in their decays both of which, in turn, undergo cascades giving rise to myriad possibilities in the final state involving intricate model-dependencies and in cases, having involved SM backgrounds.
In this work, we study in much detail the couplings of the sbottoms with the electroweakinos which exploit to the fullest the simultaneous dependence of y b on A b and tan β along with benefiting from specific chiral imprints of the sbottom states. For large, negative A b and large tan β, we demonstrate that the NHSSM scenario could lead to a much healthier event rate in the 2b+ / E T final state when compared to the MSSM for similar masses for the sbottom(s) and the LSP neutralino. The reverse is also possible for large positive A b thus ending up with a lower event count than what is expected in the MSSM. We find that under favorable circumstances, with sbottom masses not exceeding ∼ 1.5 TeV, 300 fb −1 of LHC data could be sensitive to such excesses. On the other hand, we note that a possible depletion in the event count could only be convincingly established by the high luminosity run of the LHC. A suitably designed multi-channel study could prove to be more efficient in search for a powerful discriminator in the present exercise.
Last but not the least, we have demonstrated how the dependence of y b on A b could have an important bearing on the phenomenology of the stops at the LHC due to its altered branching fractions triggered by modified y b .
